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VENUS CRUSTAL FORMATION AND EVOLUTION: AN ANALYSIS OF TOPOGRAPHY AND CRUSTAL 
THICKNESS VARIATIONS; James W. Head, Dept. of Geological Scis., Brown Univ., Providence RI 02912 

Morgan and Phillips1 tested the hypothesis that conductive heat loss is an efficient heat loss mechanism rad 
showed that most of the topography of Venus (about 93%) could result h m  spatially varying thermal expansion in 
response to spatially varying heat 5ow (hot spots). They proposed that the nmaining topography (at high 
elevations) could be sccountcd for by crustal thickness variations. In this study the comp1emmtax-y hypothesis that 
the topography of Vmm could result largely fimn crustal t h i c h ~ ~ s  variations is tested. Existing data for Verms 
(composition, hypsometry. regional topography, regional slopes, geology) sri consistent with a basaltic crust with 
a wide range of thickness for the planet as a whole, but a narrow range m tams of crustal thickness frequency 
distribution. with the vast majority of the planet having crustal thicknetms within i5 km of the mean value. 
CRUSTAL THICKNESS: the basis of obsaved wavelmgths of tectonic feamrcs combined with timrcticrl 

models of deformation of the lithosphere, zuber2 developed commbfs on the --surface thermal @a& and 
using rheological models of the crust md uppa mmtle. cstirmted the thickness of tbe crust. For a range of gc~logic 

features primarily the lowlands d rolling plains, ~ubc? estimated m oppa limit of d thickness of 30 km, 
and in a Later study3 which ' growth rate similarity rcquhnents, she refined the qpg limit of allowable 
crusd f l ~ c b s  to h u t  m s a  o h 4  impEt rnvr doprlv anti mohk of viscous h a t i o n  of mta 
relief, and ~o lo rnon~  calculated thermal gradicntb and derived upper b o n d  to austal thickness of 10-20 km 
m regions of low to intumediate elevations. Larga values for cnutal thiclrness (genaally m excess of 100 km) 
have been proposed or are permissible on the basis of 1) parametesized convection models which are subject to 
boundary or initial condition assumptions, 2) rpparmt depths of -on of long wavelmgth topography 
which are thought to be 0v-w due to components of dynamic com.padoa, md 3) the depth of the 
basaltloclogite phase change which is applicable only as an upper,W Although these higher estimates cumot be 
ruled out, crustal thicknesses in the V u m  lowlands and rolling uplands seem more likely to lie m the range of less 
than about 20-30 km, on the basis of the analyses. cited above. 

fRUSTAT. -: Venus terrcrin and topography cm be subdivided into lowlands - and roiling 
plains, upland plateaus, anti highlands. Geologic evidence, such as the presence of orogenic belts5 and 
compressional deformation in Ishtar ~ e r r a ~ ,  is consistent with most of the highest topography being dpe to 
variations in crustal thickness. Geologic evidence lading to reasonable hypotheses for the origin of other 
regions of - intermediate to high topography (the tessera terrain) arc also camistent with crustal thickness 
variations7, although not uniquely so. Geologic evidence indicates tha! a portion of Vmus @rimarily the Equatorial 
Highlands) is the site of extensional &fonna.tion8 md that the topography cm be explained by a combindm of 
crustal thiclcness variations mi - .  thamrl sources (ti& rise)l*lO. ~ltbough austal thichcss is not 
uniquely determined a b e t  evidenaZ4 points to a crustal thickness f q  the Vmus lowlands of less than .boat 20 
km. Using these observations and intapretationa a simple model of Airy isostasy using global V e m  topography 
can assess the potential significance of crustal thickness variations iu explaining tbc topography of Venus. The 
distinctive unimodal hypsometric m e  can be wtpained by: 1) a crust of relatively uniform thickness (less than 20 
km thick) comprising over 75% of the surface, 2) bcal plateaus (tessaa) of thickened crust (about 20-30 km) 
forming ~ 1 5 %  of the surface, 3) regions (Beta, Ovda, Thetis. Atla Regims and Westem lshtar Terra) forming ~ 1 0 %  
of the surface showing 30-50 km modelled crustal thkhcss, which can be explained on the basis of geologic 
observations as combinations of crustal thick- (plateaus) and thermal effects, and 4) areas m which Airy 
isostasy predicts crustal thicknesses m excess of 50 km (the line81 omgenic belts of Western Ishtar Tan) .  It is 
concluded that crustal thickness variations linked to crustal formational and modiiicatkmd processes wn recount for 
the vast maj0n:ty of the obsmed topography. Regional variations m heat 5ux (lithospheric thickness variations) 
are very significant locally. as along the rise aest of the Equatorial Highlands. More subtle thermal variations 
(e.g., very - h a d  low thumal rises kalogoufi to the Pacific bPpaswellll. and the fl& of spresding antas 
between rise crest md thermal cquilibriumg can also obviously contribute to variations m topogrnphy. Gravity and 
topography data from Magellan will pamit the further delineation of the conmiom of thermal effects and cnutal 
thickness variations for local regions. 

The most signi£icant factors m recounting for the differaces m the hypsometric crwes between V e m  and Earth 
appear to be related to crustal thickness vmiati~zls and heir distnition on Vmas and Earth.16 These factors 
include: 1) the larga percentage of continental cnut on the Earth (41%) relative to highland crust on Venus ( < l a ) ,  
2) the greater average thiclcness of Earth's continental crust {about 40 km) relative to Venus uplads and highlands 
(about 30-35 km); 3) the greater average thickness of the Venus lowlandholling upland crust (about 15 km) relative 
to the Earth's oceanic crust (5-6 km); 4) the grrater percentage of lowlmdholling upland crust on Venus (about 75%) 
relative to oceanic crust on Earth (59%); and most importantly, 4) the greater coneast in average thickness 
difference between the crusts of the two terrains on Earth (5140 = 35 km) and Venus (about 15/30 = 15 km), about 20 
km difference between Venus and Earth. This latter factor appears to cause the fundamental separation of the two 
peaks on Earth relative to venus.lb The average compositional difference between the continental crust and the 
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oceanic crust on the Earth contnitcs only about 20% of the sqamtion between pealts on Earth, but is not as 
importaut a factor as the crustal thickness diffaences, which c o n l r i i  about 80% of the elevation differmce. 

DUSTAT. FOgMATION AND EVOJ .-: As yet not uniquely detamiatd is the mechanism or mechanisms for 
crustal formation aud eiolutioa Impact-related early crustal diffcredation seems unlikely because of the young age 
of the surface of Verms observed thus far. A crust of impact origin buried by subsequent vertical diffamtiahn and 
volcanic flooding nquires at least 6-8 km thickness of lava to obscure the early record of impact craters and basins. 
Such a pmccss would rtqpire that the presena cmst is primarily the result of v d c a l  d i f f d a t i o n  processes. 
Presently observed rates of resurfacing (4 10n/b.~.)l2 me sufficient to obscure mch en early must, but the early 
impactaerived CIUS~ must be very ahin (4-10 Inn) if the total avoage ~lldtal thickness is less than 20 Lm. 

Vertical differentiation processes are plansiile mechanisms for the formakion and evolution of the observed crust. 
If such processes are the dominant m e d m h q  then some implied crustal growth rates are (m average thickness and 

l2.l3 at least 9-18 las/b.y. (4.5-9 v o l ~ e s )  2 4  w . y .  (1-2 km3/yr) for a must p m b d  by surface volcanism. 
km3/yr) for crustal thicknesses limited by melting, arsd at least 17 hn/b.y. (8.5 hn3/yr) for a crustal this 
limited by negative buoyancy. Vertical diffauuhtion models quire rbundant local volcmic 60- which vary in 
space and time, which produce a generally homogareous cmstal thickness, md which pan i t  ntfficient l.tarl crustal 
movrmmo to yield the obsaved omgenic belts md regions of compressional deformation. If vertical differentiation 
processes are in fact the p d o m h m  mechdsrn for prcnbction of the cmst on Venus, thm the estimates of present 
average crustal thickness of less than about 20 km discus& above consaain vertical differentiation models. Models 
which invoke crustal thickncsm limited by basal melting (about 40-80 km) or negative buoyancy (about 75 km) are 
not consistent with the a0 km crustal thickness number. Rotes for vertical recycling models based solely on 
addition of surface volwnic deposits1213 (1-2 d / y r )  could prorhPce the presently observed crust over the bkny 
of the planet. Howeva, this would require that essentially no crust has been ~ecycled, a d  that surface volcanic 
deposits are by far ohe major a m t r i i o n  to the crust Tbh reesns dike ly  because underplating and ktmsion 
usually dominate volumctrically o v a  exmion (the ratio of intrusion to atmsion for Earth is h u t  5:l for oceanic 
regions and about 10:l for continental regi-l4). In order for this model to b viable, it would Pequire that the 
average volcanic flax on Venus in the past be considerably less than 2 km3&r,12 or that some type of a t a l  
recycling take placc The avmge crustal thickms of less than about 20 hn would seem to mle out global vertical 
crustal recycling by melting or negative buoy-, .ad prerents ~ a a l  problems far models of vertical resurfacing, 
requirbg anomalously low early resurfacing rates or m uqcci.64 method of crustal recycling. 

Crustal s p d h g  models provide a medmhm 1) to produa a geologically young global crust of less than 
about 20 hn thi&#is (about 15 km average t,hielmrrr14, 2) to pmdwc Icelrmdic-like plateau of l d y  ~ ~ e d  
crust9, 3) to explain the generally e e h  defonmion of the regions where a thermal cornportent to topography 
seems most likely (Eqwmid ~ i ~ h l m d s ) ~ ,  a d  4) to move the -t and plateaus lamally to prodncc the obaeived 
areas of comcrgmce, omgenic belts, rad compssiod defonnrtion. h t a l  rprrrding models rsquire that crustal 
recycling is taking place at lanes of convcrgmce end mta l  thidrcning, d require the identification of meas of 
crustal loss in addition to the presently observed regions of orogeaic belts. 

SU-Y AND C 0 N C L . W  It is amc1uded that Vanus hypmmfzy can be masonably explained by a 
global crust of generally similsr thichess with vrriatioar m hypometry being reLated to: 1) crustal thick- 
processes (omgenic belts & plateau fomution) and 2) local variations in the thennal stmcturc. Vertical 
d i f f d a t i o n  and crustal sgrrading processes are the most likely &dates for the f o d o n  and evolution of ehe 
crust, and there is alnmdant evidence that both have bem aperrting in recent geologic h i s t o ~ y . ~ * l ~  Of these two, 
crustal spreading procmsa arc intapreted to be most consistent with the o h a t i o n s  derived from presently 
available data. Dckmhaion of the exact propodon of tthe topography of Venus that is due to the thermal effects1 
and crustal thickness variations (discussed here), and d e t u m h h n  of the type of crustal thickening processes 
operating, must await new data and further study. In pdcular, global imaging dara showing the age of the surface, 
the distribution and age of regions of high hest flux, and evidence for the global distribution of processes of crustal 
spreading and crustal loss, would pennit better estimates of this pportion. Together with geological data derived 
from images, global gravity and topography data would permit modelling of crustal thickness variations and thermal 
&butions and tests of the. various concepts of c r u d  growth. which would lead to regional anderstanding of 
these processes, and assessments of their contnition to the global values. 
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